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1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose of this plan

T he purpose of this document, prepared 

by the Global Conservation Corps 

(GCC), is to demonstrate to relevant 

stakeholders, including partners, funders, 

and interested parties, GCC’s rationale and 

resources towards the intended impact of 

the Future Rangers Program. The objective 

of this plan is to keep GCC accountable to 

stakeholders and most importantly, to create 

a formative evaluation of the program that 

can adjust as the program progresses in 

order to create maximum impact in the war 

against poaching. Monitoring and evaluation, 

combined with the programs logic model 

and high impact school selection framework 

will ensure that this program is reaching 

the right areas and adjusting to challenges 

that will undoubtedly arise as the program 

progresses. Tracking the program is one part 

of a larger plan to provide opportunities to 

youth, reducing unemployment and sparking 

passion for wildlife. 

1.2 Program summary

Title

Starting Date

Duration

Partners

Target Area

Beneficiaries

Cost

Funding Source

Goal

Future Rangers Program

January, 2019

Ongoing

Southern African Wildlife College, Africa Foundation

Western border of the Kruger National Park, South 

Africa - Potential to scale

Community youth populations, specifically in 

high-poaching risk areas

$500 USD per school per month, plus Program 

Manager salary ($30,000 USD annual)

National Geographic Society, Local lodges, Private 

donors, Corporate donors

To bridge the gap between communities and 

wildlife
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2 Program Basics 2.1    The Future Rangers Cycle (what we do)
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▪  We focus on youth living alongside high priority conservation areas

 1  Inspire passion and connection with wildlife, because all 

children deserve a chance to fall in love with the natural 

world, starting at age five - all students in participating 

Primary Schools 

  •  In class conservation lessons weekly, yearly game 

drives with guides from their communities to see 

wildlife, place-based and hands-on learning and 

experiences

 2   Identify the most passionate and dedicated students 

through the use of the Future Rangers App, and, in 

secondary school, focus on hard and soft skills and 

leadership training with these students

 3  Work with community partners and the local wildlife 

economy to match these students with work shadowing 

opportunities, internships and jobs or higher education 

upon graduation

  •  The Future Rangers Scholarship Program funds 

learners with the most passion, talent and ambition 

to pursue conservation careers by granting 

further education and learning opportunities once 

completing high school.

 4, 5, 6  This ensures that the wildlife economy is hiring 

locally, so income generated goes back into 

communities, wildlife jobs are able to get passionate, 

well-trained local staff, and young people can benefit 

directly from their love for wildlife and the natural 

world. This method ensures tomorrow’s leaders 

have an appreciation for the value of wildlife and the 

natural world. 

The Future Rangers Cycle (what we do)
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2.2    Why
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3 Our Process

T he Future Rangers Program 

is designed to tackle the gap 

between communities and opportunity 

generated by the wildlife economy, 

starting from a young age. We do this 

in three research-supported steps;

1.  Primary school; classroom and 

outdoor based lessons and exposure 

to wildlife

  A. Types of learning addressed 

at this level:

 i. Experiential

 ii. Place-based learning

 iii. Visual

 iv. Auditory

 v. Kinesthetic

 vi. Reading/Writing

 vii. Play-based learning

 viii. Classroom learning

Note: GCC works with partners to 

help address Maslow’s Hierarchy of 

Needs, ensuring basic needs are met 

so that Future Rangers can focus on 

psychological and self-fulfillment 

needs through our programming.

(See graphic on following page)

https://www.simplypsychology.org/maslow.html#:~:text=Maslow’s%20hierarchy%20of%20needs%20is,hierarchical%20levels%20within%20a%20pyramid.&text=From%20the%20bottom%20of%20the,esteem%2C%20and%20self%2Dactualization
https://www.simplypsychology.org/maslow.html#:~:text=Maslow’s%20hierarchy%20of%20needs%20is,hierarchical%20levels%20within%20a%20pyramid.&text=From%20the%20bottom%20of%20the,esteem%2C%20and%20self%2Dactualization
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2.  Secondary school; guest speakers 

from the field of conservation, 

hard and soft skills development 

and leadership training. We 

are striving for Positive Youth 

Development with our secondary 

school program participants. See 

USAID’s graphic on the following 

page (Source: Hinson et al. 2016)

Self-
actualization:

Achieving one’s full
potential, including
creative activities

Esteem needs:
Prestige and feeling of accomplishment

Belongingness and love needs:
Intimate relationships, friends

Safety needs:
Security, safety

Physiological needs:
Food, water, warmth, rest

(Relevant Resources include: Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs ;The Last Child in the Woods, Richard Louvre, Amjad et al. 2013, and 
NAAEE’s Guidelines for Excellence in EE series)

Self-fulfillment needs

Psychological needs

Basic needs

https://www.simplypsychology.org/maslow.html#:~:text=Maslow’s%20hierarchy%20of%20needs%20is,hierarchical%20levels%20within%20a%20pyramid.&text=From%20the%20bottom%20of%20the,esteem%2C%20and%20self%2Dactualization
https://naaee.org/eepro/publication/guidelines-excellence-series-set
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ASSETS
• Training
• Formal education
•  Interpersonal skills (social 

and communication skills)
• Higher-order thinking skills
• Recognizing emotions
• Self-control
• Academic achievement

CONTRIBUTION
• Youth engagement

AGENCY
• Positive identity
• Self-efficiency
• Ability to plan ahead/Goal-setting
• Perseverance (diligence)
• Positive beliefs about future

ENABLING ENVIRONMENT
• Bonding
• Opportunities for prosocial
• Support
• Prosocial norms
• Value & recognition
• Youth-responsive services
• Gender-responsive services
• Youth-friendly laws and policies
• Gender-responsive policies
• Physical safety
• Psychological safety

Healthy,
Productive

and Engaged 
Youth

(Hinson, L. et al. (2016). Measuring Positive 
Youth Development Toolkit: A Practical Guide for 
Implementers of Youth Programs. Washington DC.)

3.   Practical application of learning, employment tracks and internships within the local 

wildlife economy (Relevant resources include:  USAID Positive Youth Development 

Toolkit (Hinson et al. 2016)
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3.2 Scaling

▪  Areas of conservation 

priority (see school 

prioritization system

▪  Free use of FR App to 

conservation education 

organization to streamline 

monitoring and evaluation, 

cut down on administration 

time to focus on what’s 

important (education!), and 

to facilitate conservation 

curriculum sharing

Is the area of 
conservation 
priority?

YES YES
Do we have potential 
relationships there?

IUCN Protected
Area categories

Poaching risk

Employment 
statistics

Schools

Existing EE

Sourced from police dep 
and ranger groups

Sourced from Dep.
of Labor

Sourced from Dep.
of Edu

Sourced from local
NGO partnerships

Number of reported incidences in <5 years

Percent of youth unemployed

Percent of adults unemployed

Number of primary schools in or within 10km of 

buffer zone of the protected area

Primary school is a feeder to a secondary school

Program investment level

School/community investment level

O
B

J
E

C
T

IV
E

S

High poaching risk?
Low youth employment?
Low adult employment?
School in or near buffer?
Primary -> secondary?
EE program collaboration?
School/community invested?

Weight based on program priorities

20
15
5
20
15
5
20

100

Lodges, rangers, 
conservation groups, 
education groups

Value Hierarchy

Presence of high-
value (keystone) 
species?

Swing Weighting

School Identification
Develop scales based 
on available data

Score and rank schools 
in designated area

Sourced from Dep. of Edu
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3.3 Implementation 

Getting the program started includes parent/guardian prior 

informed consent, as well as assent for learners over 13 

years old, in regards to data collection, implementation of a 

grade-appropriate baseline survey focusing on knowledge, 

attitudes and behaviors, and FR App on-boarding. See below 

for sample timeline.

Activities throughout the year include but are not limited to: Weekly 
conservation lessons in-classroom, excursions including game drives, 
wildlife rehab center, national park and bush camps, guest speakers, 
service learning projects, job shadows, internships, etc.

FR IMPLEMENTATION
Kate Vannelli  |  April 26, 2020

Q1   Q2   Q3   Q4

•  Parent Meeting for 
new FR parents 
after work hours, 
include dinner, 
preferably at the 
school

•  Needs Assessment, 
community-level 
questionnaire

•  Work with principle 
and teachers

•  Approval from 
circuit manager or 
governing education 
authority

•  Curriculum 
Workshop, teacher 
training and app 
training prior to 
launch

Parent/Guardian signs 
off on
1)   Media release 

(once off)
2)  Indemnity (done on 

per trip basis)
3)  Data protection 

(once off)

•  Can do digital 
signature with 
phones, or can sign 
paper form

•  This is only done 
once per student

Have Org 
Admin collect 
spreadsheets 
(pre-formatted) 
filled out with Full 
Name, Birthdate 
and Gender of 
all new students, 
have facilitator add 
photo after upload 
via app

Evaluate knowledge 
and skills

•  Assessments built 
into curriculum

•  Mainly recorded 
through ‘notes’ 
feature on app, 
with ‘skills’ Nat 
Geo framework in 
mind

Evaluate behaviours

•  Use a 
questionnaire

•  Do a semi-
structured 
interview with 5 
students selected 
at random (record)

Evaluate values and 
attitudes

Also re-administer 
baseline survey and 
repeat activities

1)  Questionnaire 
(incl Grit Scale)

2)  Journaling Activity 
(Drawing and 
Writing)

3)  Value Activity 
(outdoors/game)

•  Do a semi-
structured interview 
with 5 students 
selected at random 
(record)

•  Evaluating base 
knowledge/skills, 
behaviors, values 
and attitudes.

School & Grade 
Selection

Parent Meeting Paperwork 
Signed by 

Parent/Guardian

Enter Students 
into App

Baseline Assessment 
before students start 

(Q1 Assessment)

Q2 Assessment Q3 Assessment End of year 
Assessment (Q4)
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3.4 What Makes Us Different?

▪  Ed-tech FR App

 • Student lesson and activity tracking

 •  Individual student notes - tracking stand-out students using the National Geographic Learning Framework

 • Digital conservation curriculum library

 •  Generated portfolio of evidence for graduating students (think ‘linkedin profile’ for new graduates)
▪  Innovative M&E

 • Pre and post assessments focused on knowledge, values, attitudes, behaviors

 • Randomized Control Trial (RCT) with neighboring schools
▪  Tracks to tangible benefits (ie employment)

3.5 Sustainable Development Goals

▪   The Future Rangers Program is an official partner program of the UN Sustainable 

Development Goals. The program works towards the sustainable development 

goals in the following areas:
▪  7 Goals and 15 Targets

 •  Goal 4:  Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote 

lifelong learning opportunities for all

 • Goal 5: Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls

 •  Goal 8:  Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, 

full and productive employment and decent work for all

 • Goal 10: Reduce inequality within and amongst countries

 • Goal 12: Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns

 • Goal 13: Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts

 •  Goal 15:  Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial 

ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat desertification, 

and halt and reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/partnership/?p=35711
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4 Logical Framework

Goal

Outcomes

Outputs

Activities

PROJECT SUMMARY

Bridging the gap between 
communities and wildlife

INDICATORS

Portfolio of evidence 
per graduate and post 
graduation career 
tracking

MEANS OF
VERIF ICATION

Portfolio of evidence created 
over time through app, 
career tracking done through 
follow-ups with individual 
and placement location

RISKS/
ASSUMPTIONS

Passion encouraged and jobs 
provided will reduce poverty 
and therefore poaching, 
bringing communities closer 
to their wildlife heritage

Higher community-level 
involvement and inclusion in 
conservation and stewardship 
of wildlife and nature through 
benefits/opportunities 
provided and passion 
encouraged and rewarded

Attitude and 
behavior change with 
participants, within 
community

Qualitative data collection 
through interviews, and 
facilitator data collection 
through app in specific regard 
to National Geographic’s 
learning framework (traits 
identified and interviews 
recorded). Quantitative 
data collection through 
achievement tracking (app)

Passionate, local young 
people, given mentorship, 
training, and employment 
opportunities, with have a 
positive effect on poaching 
levels long term and 
add value to the wildlife 
economy

Regular youth exposure to 
wildlife and protected areas 
that they were previously 
excluded from (1 trip per 
year to wildlife rehab and/
or reserve per Future Ranger 
student)

Tracking student 
exposure to excursions 
and ‘before and after’ 
attitudes

GCC smart phone app to 
track quantitative and 
qualitative data through 
interviews. 

Providing young community 
members with exposure 
to the wildlife economy 
through an incentive-based 
system will increase passion 
and skills around the 
wildlife economy

Primary school awareness 
building through classroom 
learning, secondary school 
skill building through after-
school programs, internship 
and job placement at the 
end of secondary school. 

Tracking student 
exposure to lessons 
and frequency

GCC smart phone app to 
track quantitative data

There is a lack of 
connection with wildlife 
and wilderness from a 
young age with local 
community members living 
alongside protected areas
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Full Logic Model

Goal: To bridge the gap between communities and wildlife
Assumptions

Our Beginnings Our Planned Work Our Intended Results

Inputs Activities Outputs Outcomes

Short Term (1-3 years) Long Term (4-6 years)

Impacts

The problem or issue 
and the reasons for 

proposing the solution  
suggested in your 

program’s approach.

There is a lack of 
connection with the 

wildlife and wilderness 
from a young age with local 
community members living 
alongside protected areas

Primary school (Primary school 
Grade R-7) - awareness building 

of wildlife conservation, by 
weekly taught lessons and 

activities in the classroom by a 
local facilitator, and occasional 
excursions and guest speakers

Immediate small-scale job 
provision in communities with 
hiring of program manager and 
facilitator staff (4 facilitators, 4 
schools, 1 program manager)

Development of leaders in 
various sectors who have a 
connection to the natural 

world

Lower poaching levels in 
protected areas adjacent to 

FR communities

Higher community-level 
involvement and inclusion 

in conservation and 
stewardship of wildlife and 
nature through benefits/

opportunities provided and 
passion encouraged and 

rewarded

Identification of a group of 
wildlife-passionate learners 

in the communities where FR 
operates

General increased 
knowledge and awareness of 
conservation issues with FR 
learners, and some positive 
behaviour change around 
land and wildlife stewards

Increased knowledge, and 
awareness of conservation 
issues within communities 

adjacent to protected 
areas through youth 

ambassadorship

Higher levels of leadership, 
hard and soft skills to 

increase employability across 
sectors with FR learners

A class of employable ‘Future 
Rangers’ who are passionate 
about wildlife, hardworking, 
and ready for jobs or higher 
ed in the wildlife economy

Higher overall capacity, 
education and job placement 

within protected area 
adjacent communities, 

specifically FR graduates

Direct engagement of 
community youth with 
passionate mentors 
on a weekly basis (1 
facilitator reaches

-500 youth per week)

Regular youth exposure 
to wildlife and protected 

areas that they were 
previously excluded 

from (1 trip per quarter 
to wildlife rehab and/or 
reserve per FR student)

Increased conservation 
literacy and completion of 
service-learning projects 
with FR students (each 
student must complete 

an environmental 
community service 

project before moving to 
the next phase)

Last two years of secondary 
school outstanding students 
are placed in job shadows, 
internships, learnerships, 

throughout various sectors, and 
are assisted with internships, 
higher ed and job placement 

upon graduation

Inclusive community decision-
making and involvement in 

program implementation and 
check ins periodically (working 

with school principals, non-profit 
partners (Africa Foundation, etc., 

and community leaders)

Secondary school - Honing a 
smaller group of passionate 
students for service learning 

projects, debates, essay 
writing, frequent excursions to 
different sectors of the wildlife 
economy with guest lectures 
from various leaders in these 
sectors. Curriculum includes 

hard and soft skill development, 
leadership training and 

communication strategies, all 
with wildlife focus.

Data on school locations 
around protected areas, 

poaching risks, existing EE 
programs

Invested school and school 
principal

Local NGO partner for 
community engagement/

presence

Staff/Trained facilitators in 
environmental education

Funders, $500 per month 
per school

Primary school curriculum, 
secondary school meeting 
locations and resources for 

excursions

Wildlife economy partners 
to provide internships, 
placements, jobs upon 

graduation

Higher education partner to 
provide additional training and 
higher education opportunities 

upon graduation

Student tracking system for 
monitoring 

Providing young community 
members with exposure 
to the wildlife economy 
through an incentive-

based system will increase 
passion and skills around 

the wildlife economy

Passionate, local young people, 
given mentorship, training, and 

employment opportunities, 
with have a positive effect 

on poaching levels long term 
and add value to the wildlife 

economy

Passion encouraged and jobs 
provided will reduce poverty 

and therefore poaching, 
bringing communities closer to 

their wildlife heritage

Resources and/
or barriers, which 
potentially enable 
or limit program 

effectiveness

The processes, 
techniques, tools, 

events, technology, 
and actions of the 
planned program.

The direct results of 
program activities

Organizational, 
community, and/or 

system level changes 
expected to result from 

program activities

Specific changes in attitudes, behaviors, knowledge, 
skills, status, or level of functioning expected to 

result from program activities and whice are most 
often expressed at an individual level.
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5 Indicators
Indicator

Definition

Purpose

Baseline

Target

Data Collection

Tracking student exposure to lessons and frequency

Sum of conservation lessons taught to each student within a school year.

To measure the amount of regular exposure learners are having to conservation in a classroom setting.

No base knowledge of or exposure to conservation.

Exposure to, and a basic understanding of wildlife, conservation, and humans’ impact on these.

Base ‘test’ given before lessons commence every year, results recorded in student profile, same or similar test given 
quarterly, to measure the lessons impact on the target, individual student improvement measured over time

GCC data collection app

Quarterly

GCC Facilitators

The test results will be recorded in the GCC app by student profile. Data analytics will be performed once a year to 
measure individual student progress, and determine, with the help of the facilitators, which students stand out the 
most in the program and are eligible to move up at the completion of primary school

All facilitators will attend a one day training course on how to complete the assessment and enter data into the app. To 
verify the accuracy of the test scores submitted by the facilitators, the Program Manager will randomly select one class 
every six months to audit. This audit will involve re-testing all the students in the class and comparing the results to the 
results submitted by the facilitator. 

Tool

Frequency

Responsible

Reporting

Quality Control
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Indicator

Definition

Purpose

Baseline

Target

Tracking student exposure to excursions and ‘before and after’ attitudes

Sum of program-related excursions each student is a part of, and interviewing students both before and after the 
excursion for attitude change

To measure the effect of the excursions on students, and to track which students are most affected by the experience

No exposure to conservation focused excursions and a pre-excursion interview to gather information on attitude towards 
conservation and wildlife

Exposure to wildlife and the field of conservation in an experiential learning setting. Also, to gain an understanding on an 
individual level on which experiences impact which learners and how

Before and after interviews involving questions regarding attitudes towards conservation and wildlife

Interview questions are provided via GCC app, and interviews are recorded with smartphones, either video or audio 
depending on upload capabilities

These interviews need to happen on any ‘first’ excursion i.e. first game drive, first wildlife rehab center visit, first 
conservation site visit, etc. and should also be done at least once a year per student 

GCC Facilitators and Program Manager

The interviews will be uploaded onto GCC’s online platform through the app, and will be analyzed by GCC staff and 
students

Learners will need their parent/guardian to sign a release form for interviews. GCC app will have this release form 
available and facilitators should discuss logistics with the principle. Once signed, form should be scanned/photographed 
and uploaded with the interview recording. 

Data Collection

Tool

Frequency

Responsible

Reporting

Quality Control

Indicators
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Indicator

Definition

Purpose

Baseline

Target

Attitude and behavior change with participants, within community

Interviewing students annually to gauge behavior and attitude change, as well as interviewing key community members 
and parents of students to gauge attitude and behavior change within the community

To measure the long-term impact, specifically attitude and behavior change, of the program on the participants and on 
the community the participants are a part of

No interviews with community members connected to learners in the program

Interviews, gauging attitude towards conservation, and relationship building with community members connected to 
learners in the program

Semi-structured interviews involving questions regarding attitudes towards conservation and wildlife, community 
benefits, etc. 

Interview questions are provided via GCC app, and interviews are recorded with smartphones, either video or audio 
depending on upload capabilities

Annually for learners, annually for star learner community members (~5 interviews within community per star learner 
(family, community lead, principle, etc), focus on one-two learners per month), several ‘control’ community interviews 
per year as well (community members with no link to the program)

GCC facilitators for learner interviews, GCC program manager for community interviews (can help each other)

The interviews will be uploaded onto GCC’s online platform through the app, and will be analyzed by GCC staff and 
students

Learners will need their parent/guardian to sign a release form for interviews. GCC app will have this release form 
available and facilitators should discuss logistics with the principle. Once signed, form should be scanned/photographed 
and uploaded with the interview recording. Community members must also sign a release form - digital option here 
through GCC app

Data Collection

Tool

Frequency

Responsible

Reporting

Quality Control

Indicators
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Indicator

Definition

Purpose

Baseline

Target

Data Collection

Tool

Frequency

Responsible

Reporting

Quality Control

Portfolio of evidence per graduate and post-graduation career tracking

Individual learners have documentation via GCC facilitators of exposure to lessons, excursions and conservation careers, 
skill building, and attitude and behavior changes i.e. a portfolio of evidence at the completion of the program to present 
to employers and higher education opportunities. GCC has a way to track the learners and their careers post-program

To track the learners success and to track program success through formative evaluation, by contributing to a long-term 
data set of wildlife economy careers obtained with assistance from the program

Tracked exposure to lessons and excursions - quantitative data collection per learner

Baseline, plus tracked attitude and behavior change, qualitative data collection per learner, and post program graduation 
tracking

Collating all data collected on previous indicators within a digital portfolio for each learner and creating a ‘check-in’ 
protocol for graduated students and their employers via WhatsApp 

GCC app and WhatsApp

Portfolio completion upon graduation, check-in bi-annually with graduates via WhatsApp

Program Manager and Facilitator

WhatsApp check-ins will be entered through a form into portfolio via online platform

Check ins with graduates - data will be confirmed or denied by employer/supervisor 

Indicators
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6  Roles & Responsibilities 
Pertaining to M&E

Facilitators

ROLE

Program
Manager

Program
Director

Academics 
(outside
participants)

RESPONSIB IL IT IES

•  Quantitative data collection and entering into the app. This includes initial school data, location, school name, student 
profiles, etc. as well as lesson details

•  Student interviews for qualitative data collection. Must record interviews and upload recording for analysis
•  Entering data in a timely manner (ideally directly after each lesson) to generate weekly and monthly activity reports
•  Enter notes in the app in student profiles about particular students when they are standing out in the program - reference 

Nat Geo’s Learning Framework for guidance

•  Data checking - ensure all data entered by the facilitators is correct and makes sense, overseeing data collection and 
assisting where necessary - Ensure all data is being collected

•  Qualitative data collection, assistance with student interviews, mainly focusing on community member interviews and 
‘control school’ interviews

•  Report compilation for data results of schools in their region (annual)
•  Relationship building in study areas

•  Conducting analysis on collected data, both qualitative and quantitative
•  Adjusting M&E protocol based on formative evaluation
•  Adjusting program based on formative evaluation
•  Report complication and workshop conduction for data collection 
•  Interview design

•  Conducting analysis on collected data (both qualitative and quantitative)
•  Study design and adjustment
•  Data collection, dependent on the participant 
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7  Data Flow

F acilitators will be the main data 

collectors (both qualitative and 

quantitative) in regards to the students. 

They will enter data collected into 

the GCC app on a daily basis with the 

assistance of the Program Manager. 

The Program Manager will collect data 

on community members as well as 

assisting in student data collection, and 

facilitating frequent activity  reports 

and meetings. The Program Manager will 

review and collate data collected into 

reports, which will be reviewed by the 

Program Director in regards to formative 

evaluation. The Program Director will 

adjust programming as necessary, and 

share reporting with stakeholders and 

internal team.   

Student interviews, 
quantitative data regarding 

lessons and excursions, 
student portfolios

NO

YES

Quarterly 
community 

engagement and 
interviews

Qualitative and 
quantitative 

data collection & 
weekly reporting

Quarterly 
Feedback 
Meetings

Facilitators Community 
Leaders

Program 
Manager

Data Collation 
and Reporting

Adjust 
programming 

and M&E

GCC App

Program
Director

Adjust 
Programming?

Share report with 
stakeholders

6 monthly 
program reports
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8  Data Management

8.1 Storage

Data from the GCC App (raw data) will be stored in a cloud-based platform, potentially with 

Amazon or Google, in order to be accessible to international staff and partnering academics. 

Processed data and reports will be anonymous and openly available to interested parties, 

partners and stakeholders. Data will be stored indefinitely. 

8.2 Analysis

Qualitative data will be analyzed using the software NVivo, and quantitative data will be 

analyzed using the software SPSS. Data will be visualized with Spotfire. 

8.3 Privacy 

This program strives to be GDPR compliant. All data collected pertaining to minors will be 

signed off using a consent form by their parent or guardian as well as an assent form for 

minors 13 years old and over, and all data collected from adults will also have consent (verbal 

and recorded, or written). Full disclosure will be given prior to consent in regards to data 

usage and anonymity. No individual details or names will be shared outside of core GCC staff 

without that individual's written or verbal (recorded) consent (or parent/guardian consent 

if under 18 years of age). Any sensitive information collected will be entered and saved 

anonymously with demographics rather than individual identifiers. 
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Resources referenced in program development:

Educate! And their Randomized Control Trial Process:
(Educate! 2014)
 
Grit scale developed by Angela Duckworth (Duckworth and Quinn 2009)
 
STEP – Skills Measurement Surveys (Pierre et al. 2014)
 
USAID Positive Youth Development Toolkit (Hinson et al. 2016)
-       https://www.youthpower.org/
-        USAID’s YouthPower Learning generates and disseminates knowledge about the 

implementation and impact of positive youth development (PYD) and cross-sectoral 
approaches in international youth development. We are leading research, evaluations, and 
events designed to build the evidence base and inform the global community about how to 
successfully transition young people into productive, healthy adults.

 
Measuring the Impact of Environmental Education Programs (Amjad et al. 2013)
-       Basis doc for the development of attitude and behavior assessments and reasoning
-       Helped develop program indicators
 
Environmental education program evaluation in the new millennium: what do we measure and 
what have we learned?
(Stern, Powell and Hill 2014)
-       Helped to develop ideal learning outcomes for the program

(Educate! Model, STEP, USAID PYD)
 USAID PYD,Youth employment by area graphic website, LSM resources, wildlife trafficking report)
(relevant resources include: (The Last Child in the Woods, Richard Louvre, Amjad et al. 2013, and 
NAAEE’s Guidelines for Excellence in EE series (https://naaee.org/eepro/publication/guidelines-
excellence-series-set)
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/326838787_Ending_wildlife_trafficking_Local_
communities_as_change_agents
https://youthexplorer.org.za/profiles/country-ZA-south-africa/
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Appendices
Semi-Structured Interview guideline
Sample interview questionnaire
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Future Rangers Theory Logic Model

Assumptions

Our Beginnings Our Planned Work Our Intended Results

Inputs Activities Outputs Outcomes

Short Term (1-3 years) Long Term (4-6 years)

Impacts

The problem or issue 
and the reasons for 

proposing the solution  
suggested in your 

program’s approach.

There is a lack of 
connection with the 

wildlife and wilderness 
from a young age with local 
community members living 
alongside protected areas

Primary school (Primary school 
Grade R-7) - awareness building 

of wildlife conservation, by 
weekly taught lessons and 

activities in the classroom by a 
local facilitator, and occasional 
excursions and guest speakers

Immediate small-scale job 
provision in communities with 
hiring of program manager and 
facilitator staff (4 facilitators, 4 
schools, 1 program manager)

Development of leaders in 
various sectors who have a 
connection to the natural 

world

Lower poaching levels in 
protected areas adjacent to 

FR communities

Higher community-level 
involvement and inclusion 

in conservation and 
stewardship of wildlife and 
nature through benefits/

opportunities provided and 
passion encouraged and 

rewarded

Identification of a group of 
wildlife-passionate learners 

in the communities where FR 
operates

General increased 
knowledge and awareness of 
conservation issues with FR 
learners, and some positive 
behaviour change around 
land and wildlife stewards

Increased knowledge, and 
awareness of conservation 
issues within communities 

adjacent to protected 
areas through youth 

ambassadorship

Higher levels of leadership, 
hard and soft skills to 

increase employability across 
sectors with FR learners

A class of employable ‘Future 
Rangers’ who are passionate 
about wildlife, hardworking, 
and ready for jobs or higher 
ed in the wildlife economy

Higher overall capacity, 
education and job placement 

within protected area 
adjacent communities, 

specifically FR graduates

Direct engagement of 
community youth with 
passionate mentors 
on a weekly basis (1 
facilitator reaches

-500 youth per week)

Regular youth exposure 
to wildlife and protected 

areas that they were 
previously excluded 

from (1 trip per quarter 
to wildlife rehab and/or 
reserve per FR student)

Increased conservation 
literacy and completion of 
service-learning projects 
with FR students (each 
student must complete 

an environmental 
community service 

project before moving to 
the next phase)

Last two years of secondary 
school outstanding students 
are placed in job shadows, 
internships, learnerships, 

throughout various sectors, and 
are assisted with internships, 
higher ed and job placement 

upon graduation

Inclusive community decision-
making and involvement in 

program implementation and 
check ins periodically (working 

with school principals, non-profit 
partners (Africa Foundation, etc., 

and community leaders)

Secondary school - Honing a 
smaller group of passionate 
students for service learning 

projects, debates, essay 
writing, frequent excursions to 
different sectors of the wildlife 
economy with guest lectures 
from various leaders in these 
sectors. Curriculum includes 

hard and soft skill development, 
leadership training and 

communication strategies, all 
with wildlife focus.

Data on school locations 
around protected areas, 

poaching risks, existing EE 
programs

Invested school and school 
principal

Local NGO partner for 
community engagement/

presence

Staff/Trained facilitators in 
environmental education

Funders, $500 per month 
per school

Primary school curriculum, 
secondary school meeting 
locations and resources for 

excursions

Wildlife economy partners 
to provide internships, 
placements, jobs upon 

graduation

Higher education partner to 
provide additional training and 
higher education opportunities 

upon graduation

Student tracking system for 
monitoring 

Providing young community 
members with exposure 
to the wildlife economy 
through an incentive-

based system will increase 
passion and skills around 

the wildlife economy

Passionate, local young people, 
given mentorship, training, and 

employment opportunities, 
with have a positive effect 

on poaching levels long term 
and add value to the wildlife 

economy

Passion encouraged and jobs 
provided will reduce poverty 

and therefore poaching, 
bringing communities closer to 

their wildlife heritage

Resources and/
or barriers, which 
potentially enable 
or limit program 

effectiveness

The processes, 
techniques, tools, 

events, technology, 
and actions of the 
planned program.

The direct results of 
program activities

Organizational, 
community, and/or 

system level changes 
expected to result from 

program activities

Specific changes in attitudes, behaviors, knowledge, 
skills, status, or level of functioning expected to 

result from program activities and whice are most 
often expressed at an individual level.
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National Geographic 
Learning Framework
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GCC Data Collection 
App Map
App On-Boarding

Social Science 
Training Tools
GCC Social Science Training Presentation

Test for baseline 
conservation 
knowledge

Primary School (sample)

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1_IaF0HFEmKHNhTERfNAl4coclr71QLGFjk5qlp7nQM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1_IaF0HFEmKHNhTERfNAl4coclr71QLGFjk5qlp7nQM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1NSH-CVDt_JmoZ1l5Bnq-lfn6-B5PbKTROnYvoBSOPvw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1NSH-CVDt_JmoZ1l5Bnq-lfn6-B5PbKTROnYvoBSOPvw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1NSH-CVDt_JmoZ1l5Bnq-lfn6-B5PbKTROnYvoBSOPvw/edit?usp=sharing
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Secondary School (sample)
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